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Abstract
We present some thoughts on how to interpret the gravitionally induced neutrino
oscillation phases presented by us in our 1996 Gravity Research Foundation Essay.
In a recent paper we discussed the modification of the neutrino oscillation
phases due to the presence of gravity [1]. In a comment by Bhattacharya,
Habib and Mottola (BHM) our results were rederived and an interpretation
of them were given [2]. Here we would like to present our own interpretation,
which stresses less the general relativistic aspect of the results but is more
interested in the way gravity and quantum mechanics intermingle with each
other [1,3]. In particular our essay studied the detailed interplay of the quan-
tum mechanical principle of the linear superposition and general relativity’s
principle of equivalence. From a purely general relativistic point of view, both
the considerations of our essay and the physics of neutron interferometry ex-
periments [4] may have nothing exciting [2], but it must be emphasised how
the interplay of the principle of superposition and the presence of gravity pro-
duces the gravitationally induced neutrino oscillation phases in a manner that
ensures compliance with the principle of equivalence.
First, begin with classical and quantum mechanical considerations for a single
mass eigenstate. For a single mass eigenstate the classical effects of gravitation
may be considered to depend on a force, ~F , while the quantum–mechanical
1 E-mail address: ahluwalia@nus.lampf.lanl.gov .
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effects are determined by the gravitational interaction energy. The gravita-
tional interaction energy for non-relativistic particle of mass m has the same
form as in Newtonian theory and reads Uint. = m× φ, while for a relativistic
particle (as shown below) it is Uint. = (E/c
2) × φ. The φ = −GM/r repre-
sents the gravitational potential in the weak field limit for an object of mass,
M , in the standard notation [5]; with ~F = −~∇φ. Along an eqi–φ surface the
~F vanishes and there are no classical effects in this direction. The constant
potential along a segment of a eqi–potential surface can be removed by going
to an appropriately accelerated fame.
These are well known text–book statements [5–7]. However, we now explicitly
note what is not always fully appreciated. Quantum mechanically, the mass
eigenstate, assumed to have remained stationary at a given spacial position,
picks up a global phase factor exp (−imφ t/h¯). Again, there are no physical
consequences. If we now consider a physical state that is in a linear superpo-
sition of different mass eigenstates then physically observable relative phases
are induced between various mass eigenstates. 3 Specifically, on an eqi–φ sur-
face the gravitational force ~F vanishes, while the relative quantum mechanical
phases induced in the evolution of a linear superposition of mass eigenstates
do not.
For the Newtonian case considered:
The gravitationally induced (time–)oscillatory phase
= Φ× The (time–)oscillatory phase without gravity , (1)
with Φ = φ/c2, the dimensionless gravitational potential. However, as one
cannot measure a gravitational potential by a local measurement, one needs
to make similar observations on two different eqi–φ surfaces to discern the
presence of gravity. The gravitationally induced oscillatory phase, denoted by
ϕGı for neutrino oscillations in [1], is an addition to the oscillatory phase with-
out gravity (denoted by ϕ0ı for neutrino oscillations in [1]). Since neutrino–
oscillation experiments are only sensitive to the sum of both phases, one needs
to make similar observations on two different eqi–φ surfaces and compare them
in order to measure the presence of the gravitationally induced phase. One of
these surfaces should be the surface at spacial infinity to extract the full grav-
itationally induced phase. Alternately, one may wish to compare one’s results
with an experiment performed in a freely falling orbiter around the massive
object. Specifically, the sense in which this comparison is to be performed is
identical to that in which one measures a gravitational red shift of stellar spec-
tra on Earth. The quantum mechanically created clock, via the time-oscillation
of the mass eigenstates in the linear superposition, suffers the gravitational
3 The observability of these phases is not for a local observer, but for an observer
making measurements stationed at a different eqi-φ surface.
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red shift as demanded by general relativity when the gravitationally induced
oscillatory phase is taken into account.
In our 1996 Gravity Research Foundation Essay [1] the above noted non-
relativistic observations were appropriately modified and applied to neutrino
weak flavor eigenstates which are empirically indicated to be linear superpo-
sition of mass eigenstates. We confirmed the demands of general relativity in
a quantum context.
BHM have shown in their communication [2] that by a local measurement one
cannot measure a local gravitational potential. We agree.
In reference to BHM’s comment [2] one may wish to note:
(1) Exactly how the relativistic expression for Uint, mentioned above, is ob-
tained. In the weak field limit the force on a mass eigenstate, of mass m,
in the Schwarzschild gravitational environment mass of M reads [7]
~F = −
GMmγ
r3
[(
1 + β2
)
~r −
(
~r · ~β
)
~β
]
. (2)
In this equation, β = ~v/|~v|, with ~v the velocity of mass eigenstate, and
γ = (1− β2)
−1/2
. Assuming the mass eigenstate to be relativistic and
setting mγ = E/c2, we have
Uint. =
r∫
∞
~F · d~r′ = −
GME
r c2
= −(E/c2)× φ . (3)
(2) Theoretically, the prediction of general relativity as regards any clock
(classically driven, or quantum mechanically, with non-relativistic mech-
anism or relativistic) and the prediction arising from quantum evolution
that incorporates gravity via an interaction energy term (in a manner sim-
ilar to the classic neutron interferometer experiments and their analysis
[4,8]) are in mutual agreement. However, recently it has been suggested
that the atmospheric and solar neutrino data could be explained by a
violation of the equivalence principle [9] and it is, therefore, an impor-
tant matter to understand in detail how the quantum mechanics and
gravity work together for neutrino oscillations. Apart from this motiva-
tion, the problem is of interest in its own right to understand explicitly,
and in detail, how the principle of equivalence and the principle of linear
superposition of quantum mechanics intermingle [3].
(3) In reference to the discussion following Eq. (10) of the comment [2] by
BHM one needs to note that it is not necessary (even in a semi-classical
framework), or even correct, to note (as the authors of the comment [2]
under consideration do) “Since the energy is fixed but the masses are dif-
ferent, if interference is to be observed at the same final spacetime point
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(rB, tB), the relevant components of the wave function could not both
have started from the same initial spacetime point (rA, tA).” It needs to
be appreciated that a wave function, after having evolved over a certain
distance, may develop more than one spacial peak (perhaps corresponding
to each of the mass eigenstate) and yet “collapse” to a single space–time
point (or, appropriately defined spacial region governed by the uncer-
tainty principle) in a weak flavor measurement. This, we believe, is the
orthodox text–book wisdom [10–12] and we see no need to violate [2,13]
it in neutrino oscillation phenomenology.
We intend to take up the subject matter in more detail elsewhere and show how
to extend the conceptual framework to terrestrial experiments (with atomic
systems and superconducting devices) where the weaker gravity of the Earth
can be compensated by integrating the gravitationally induced effects over
time.
In summary, and in reference to the BHM comment [2], we stand by our
conclusions presented in [1].
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